The regional revalidation team in the south region have developed appraisal skills training videos.

Designated bodies may find these videos to be a valuable CPD resource, especially where the funding for such training is limited.

Published in July 2017, this new set of videos explores the topic of Quality Improvement in the appraisal conversation. Watch the whole film or skip to a particular chapter.

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL6IQwMACXkJ1YjqMIFS9XA35nVY47pw

Additional videos are available here:

https://www.england.nhs.uk/revalidation/appraisers/video-workshops/
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL6IQwMACXkJ1zbMA27JZs9sPVo8wP0m

This information sheet is relevant to all designated bodies in England.